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Heat Notes
Heat energy is a type of internal energy: it is energy that results from the internal state of an object, rather
than something easily observed like the position (PE) or motion (KE) of the object. If you were able to look
close enough to see what heat really is, you would discover that it comes from the motion of molecules
within an object. In a hotter object, the molecules are jumping around much faster. If an object is cooled
enough, its molecules stop moving altogether, a temperature called "absolute zero."

Heat energy is produced by friction, by chemical reactions such as digesting food or burning wood, an by
many other processes. Heat energy can also be transfered from object to object, just like other forms of
energy. Your skin senses, among other things, what direction heat is being transfered through it: you feel
cold when you are losing heat energy, and hot when you are gaining heat energy.

Temperature and Thermal Equilibrium

When a hot and a cold object are in contact, heat flows from the hot one to the cold one. The bigger the
difference in temperature, the faster heat will flow. So, the hot one will gradually cool down, and the cold
one heat up. As this happens, the temperature difference becomes less, so the heat transfer slows.
Eventually, they will reach the same temperature, and no more heat will be flowing. We call this a state of
thermal equilibrium.

On a graph showing the temperature for different objects as
time goes on, you can identify pairs of objects that are in
contact and therefore trying to reach thermal equilibrium,
because their temperature lines will try to meet each other.
You can even compare how easily heat flows between
different pairs of objects, by how quickly different pairs of
objects come into equilibrium. In the graph to the right, the
two objects that started out very hot come into equilibrium
quickly, as do the two that started very cold, but it takes
more time for these two pairs to come into equilibrium. This
suggests that heat flows easily within each pair, but not
between the pairs.

There are two scientific temperature scales that you should
know about. The Celsius scale is set up so that water freezes
at 0°C and boils at 100°C. The Kelvin scale has the same
size degrees as the Celsius scale, but is set up such that 0 K
is at absolute zero, -273°C. Using the fact that water freezes at 32°F and boils at 212°F, we can write
equations to convert between temperatures in the various scales:

C = (5/9)(F - 32)   F = (9/5)C + 32      C = K - 273   K = C + 273

Heat Capacity

Now that we know about both temperature and heat energy as ways of describing how hot something is, we
would like to be able to relate the amount of heat energy something has to its temperature. We do this by
defining something called the heat capacity, which is the amount of energy needed to raise the temperature
of an object by 1°C. Every object has a different heat capacity. Once the heat capacity is known, heat



energy and temperature are related by the equation:

(Heat Energy) = (Heat Capacity)(Change in Temperature)
Q = cΔT

This allows us to find out how much total energy is in an object: if you know the heat capacity and the
temperature in K, you can find out how much energy you would have to put in to heat the object from 0 K
(where it has no heat energy) to its current temperature.

This, in turn, can be used to find the resulting temperature when two objects of different heat capacities
come to thermal equilibrium. You can simply find the total heat in each object, and add them to find the
total heat of the joined objects, the divide by the total heat capacity to get the equilibrium temperature.

Over the years, some friendly people have kindly taken the time to meausre the heat capacity of 1 kg of
various substances, so that you can find the heat capacity of a ceratin mass of that substance by just
multiplying this specific heat capacity by the mass in kg of your sample.

Heat Conductivity and Insulation

The other thing we learned about, regarding temperature, that we have yet to explain, is what determines
how quickly heat flows between two objects. Every material has a number λ called its thermal conductivity
that tells how quickly heat flows through it. The rate of heat flow (a power, in W) through a wall of area A
(in m²) and thickness d (in m), with a temperature difference of ΔT between the two sides of the wall is
given by:

P = λAΔT / d
Materials with a very low λ are said to be good insulators. Air is much better insulator than nearly any solid
or liquid. This is why most strategies for insulating houses (such as fiberglass and double-paned windows)
depend on trapping air. This is also why two cans of water will equalize temperature with each other much
faster than the surrounding air.

Phase Change

If I heat water to the boiling point, its temperature will stay at 212°F the whole time it is boiling, even
though I am adding heat. This is because as soon as any individual molecule gets enough energy to "boil"
(that is, to escape from the liquid), it takes all that energy and runs away, leaving all its friends still stuck at
boiling temperature. So, you are putting heat energy into the water, but instead of changing the temperature,
that heat energy changes the phase of the water.

To get a frozen substance to melt, or a liquid substance to boil, you have to add energy to the object. This
will not change the heat energy; instead, it adds to a different type of internal energy, the energy that
belongs to any molecule that has a greater degree of freedom than another.

Water vapor from the air tends to condense on cold objects because, if the water vapor molecule
accidentally collides with a cold surface, that surface quickly robs it of its heat energy, leaving it without the
energy it needs to stay free. This is also why it is so dry in the winter: very few water molecules have the
energy to stay free in the air.


